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Systems that can take discrete samples of a trawl catch are widely used. We developed the Minisampler, which is a relatively small system that particularly is made to be used on small vessels and small trawls. The device is simple, have a low weight and can be made at a reasonable cost. The Minisampler consists of a telecommand deck unit, a dunking transducer, a stainless steel frame and one or two acoustical trigger-units that release a metal bar that opens a collecting bag. It is possible to take two or three remotely controlled discrete samples during a tow. We tested the system successfully in a flume tank and during sea trials from a commercial trawler. The Minisampler can be used for multiple purposes and provides the opportunity for new experimental designs to improve scientific work.

We have constructed two Minisampler devices: a dual-sampler and a triple-sampler (Figs. 1 and 2). The dual sampler consists of a frame with an attached collecting bag that can be released by an acoustic release unit triggered from a deck unit on a vessel. The triple sampler has two collecting bags that can be released from two different acoustic release units. The stainless steel frame of the dual sampler weighs ~10 kg in air and the triple sampler ~16 kg. The main difference in the dual sampler and the triple sampler is the height. The dual-sampler is 92 cm in height and the triple sampler is 127 cm. The frame of the triple-sampler is shown in Fig. 1.

Acoustic releasers are attached to the upper panel of the net in front of the frame. The acoustic releasers are released from a frame consisting of a tele-command unit and a dunking transducer. A rope connected to the release bar is released and two kites and a 2 kg weight on the release bar open the collection bag and simultaneously prevent access to former collecting bag (Fig. 2).

The Minisamplers have been tested Hirtshals flume tank (Denmark) (Fig. 3.). We have also used the system during demersal trawl selectivity experiments using a relatively small (20 m) commercial fishing vessel which had no ramp. Two dual-samplers were placed on codend covers (Fig. 2), made to collect escaping fish from the trawl codends (Madsen et al., 2001) that were fished simultaneously in a twin-trawl system.

Our system is not as advanced as the widely used MultiSampler system (Engås et al., 1997). The advantage is that it weighs considerably less (< 10%) and consequently, it is easier to handle on land and on the vessel, and it can be used from small vessels, including commercial vessels where working space is limited. In addition the price is modest (to our knowledge, < 10% of the cost of a MultiSampler system) and the system is simple to operate opening wider perspectives for use as a standard device for various monitoring tasks.